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1. Prioritise ‘disciplinary literacy’ across the curriculum

“Disciplinary literacy is an approach to improving literacy 
across the curriculum. It recognises that literacy skills are 
both general and subject specific, emphasising the value of 
supporting teachers of every subject to teach students how to 
read, write, and communicate effectively.”

‘Improving Literacy in Secondary Schools Guidance Report’ 

What is ‘disciplinary literacy’?



Disciplinary Literacy

 It is the belief that reading and writing are integral to disciplinary 
practices and that disciplines differ not only in content but also in the 
ways this content is produced, communicated, and critiqued.

From this perspective, literacy is no longer just a set of strategies or 
tools to be imported into the disciplines to improve reading and writing 
of texts across content areas; it is an essential part of disciplinary 
enculturation and socialisation.

Language Correlates of 
Disciplinary Literacy 
Zhihui Fang





Disciplinary literacy takes a turn away from 
isolated content area strategies and clarifies 
what teachers can do to help their students 
learn in a more effective way. It respects the 
varied ways that students read, reason, write, 
think, speak, and, most important, participate in 
specific content areas [...] disciplinary learning 
doesn’t just build knowledge but actually 
produces and constructs it.

ReLeah Lent 2017



Knowledge of content      

+    

knowledge of how to think about 
and communicate that content    

                                                           
= 

subject knowledge



• Cultural entitlement: ‘...it is an essential part of disciplinary 
enculturation and socialisation.’

• Assessment outcomes
– Reading and writing are linked: Improving reading skills will 

improve writing skills and vice versa.

– All subjects require a significant degree of reading or writing, 
or both ....

Disciplinary Literacy is Crucial in Every Subject



Primary Secondary
Rich people
Poor people

Proletariat
Bourgeoisie
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Disciplinary Literacy: Subject Examples



Disciplinary Literacy: Examples from Different Subjects - Science

The cell cycle is controlled by proteins called cyclins and a set of enzymes 
that attach to the cyclin and become activated. The interaction of these 
molecules, based on conditions both in the cell’s environment and inside 
the cell, controls the cell cycle.

● Tier 3 vocabulary - very specific
● Embedded clauses
● Subject first
● Noun phrases (to avoid several sentences)
● Alongside graphics
● Author awareness when deciding to read 

but not important thereafter.



Disciplinary Literacy: Examples from Different Subjects - History

The protests and condemnations from civil rights leaders and Northerners poked 
an already raw nerve in the South. The white leaders in Southern states like 
Mississippi that enforced Jim Crow laws, regulations that segregated Blacks from 
whites, were still stinging from the 1954 Supreme Court decision Brown v. Board of 
Education of Topeka, which declared that racially segregated schools were 
unconstitutional.

● Tier 2 and 3 vocabulary
● Nominalisation (used to create abstract ideas that can 

be infused with perspectives)
● Author awareness throughout reading
● Read for bias
● Compare sources



Disciplinary Literacy: Examples from Different Subjects - Maths

The equation d = (at2)/2 is used to calculate the distance that an 
object travels in time t at acceleration rate a.

● Tier 2 and 3 vocabulary
● Tier 2 words often have a different meaning in 

maths (polysemy)
● Prose and graphics are equally important 

when reading (usually presented in linear 
way)

●  Mathematical symbols, such as , f(χ), π, η, =, 
and β, are used to represent concepts

● No author awareness when reading but 
looking for errors.
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It needs to be a KS2, KS3, GCSE text

• It’s crucial that the texts are ‘authentic’ and make 
genuine use of the subject’s unique literacy practices.

• This does not mean that the texts have to be 
extremely challenging or academic, and you can use 
extracts.

• You will need to plan how to support students with 
their reading...



We have to find curriculum space to ‘shoehorn in’ an article about our 
subject

• Different subjects require reading different types of texts. 

• For some subjects, this is a word-based text. For others, it may be a text 
that involves graphics, diagrams or formulae, or a combination of 
different visual elements.

• The text types (and how we read them) vary because we think 
differently across different subjects.

• This variation is what we have to make explicit to students so that they 
have the opportunity to engage fully with the subject.



It’s not reading about your subject…

it’s reading in your subject.



We haven’t got time in our curriculum to add in extra reading 

• Subject knowledge = knowledge of content + knowledge of how 
to communicate that content.

• Students have an entitlement to be inducted into the different 
subjects - education should take students beyond their own 
subjective experience. This is especially important for 
disadvantaged students.

• Reading will help students to increase their knowledge and this 
will lead to better understanding of the core content.
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Micro rules

1. The universal article: The polar bear has thick, white fur.

2. Synonyms: Our cousins across the pond.

3. Optional parenthesis: Trout, any of several prized game and food fishes of the 
family Salmonidae (order Salmoniformes) that are usually restricted to 
freshwater.

4. Throwaway references: Young drivers are at a greater risk of being injured or 
killed on our roads than any other demographic (VicRoads 2014).

5. Generic numbers: Study Figure 2, a map showing how global surface 
temperatures might change by 2070’.





Curriculum Team ‘Read Alouds’



Explicitly Model Reading



• Combining reading activities and writing  instruction is likely to 
improve students’ skills in both, compared to a less balanced 
approach. 

• Reading helps students gain knowledge that leads to better 
writing, whilst writing can deepen students’ understanding of 
ideas.

• Students should be taught to recognise features, aims and 
conventions of good writing within each subject.

Combine writing instruction 
with reading in every subject
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